The rear-ventilated facade of Fshape is available in a
variety of color design options. With this aluminum
façade system, façades can be realized in simple
gray tones as well as stronger colored accents. This
lamella facade always emphasizes the cubature
of the building. Both the protrusion as well as the
recesses convince through the great plasticity and
purity of the form.

The Sparkasse in Rheda-Wiedenbrück is a good
example of the high plasticity of the building
elements, which is enabled by the Fshape
aluminum façade system. This façade convinces
with its extremely clean building edges. This is
particularly apparent in the case of the building
openings that spring inward. At the same time, this

façade also allows openings in a completely flush
design. The optical overall appearance impresses
with the great clarity of the design. With this
facade system, a building can be converted with
the same degree of purity as the original design.
With this the constructed reality is equivalent to
the clear line of the corresponding renderings.

The façade of Sparkasse Altencelle
illustrates the very uniform and closed
overall impression given by Fshape’s
aluminum facade system. On the other
hand the close view of the youth centre
Hollabrunn, on the right, reveals the
great playful richness that is achievable
within this lamellar façade. If this façade
is lined with slats in different shades, a
very lively facade is created. This building
section also shows how this aluminum
façade has a very clear overall shape and
at the same time offers a lot of room
for detail. Due to this, the façade made
of aluminum lamellas, opens up a great
creative freedom and almost endless
variations in the colour of the surface.

Sparkasse
Altencelle
and
the
Brockensammlung reveal the great
potential that this facade system displays
to enable a plastic building structure.
Both, the projecting upper floor of the
Sparkasse as well as the rebounding glass
façade of the Brockensammlung, have
the purity of the form of an absolutely
cleanly executed model in the planning
phase. This extremely positive overall
impression is additionally underlined
by the fact that the surfaces of this
lamella façade are absolutely smooth.
The astonishing design purity also
characterizes the very precise contours.

This building is an example of what makes the
Fshape aluminum facade system so special:
the façade of aluminum lamellas enhances
the building cubature and inspires by a very
great optical purity. At the same time, the
lamellar façade allows for a very lively
facade picture due to different tones in
the planking.

Type 45-15
Aluminium lamella
Width 45mm
Depth 30mm
Angle 15°
Standard length 3m
Other lengths and
dimensions
on
request

Type 45-90
Aluminium lamella
Width 45mm
Depth 30mm
Angle 90°
Standard length 3m

Type 102-15
Aluminium lamella
Width 102mm
Depth 30mm
Angle 15°
Standard length 3m
Other lengths and
dimensions
on
request

Other lengths and
dimensions
on
request
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